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A fin-stabilized parabolic body of revolution, the NACA RM-10, was
flight tested as a rocket-propelledmdel. Boundary-layer static-
temperature profiles were determined fran total-temp=ature measurements
made with a series of probes mounted circumferentially around the body
nesr the rear end snd frcm Mach nunber profiles which were obtained fran
a total-pressure rake at the ssme bcdy axial location. These static-
temperature profiles showed excellent agreement with temperature profiles

* computed frcm the theory of Crocco.

Skin-friction coefficients determined frcxnthe total-pressure data*
by using both eqertiental and theoretical temperature profiles were in
fair agreement with skin-friction coefficients ccmputed frcxnthe Van
Driest theory for flat plates with compressible turbulent boundary layers.
Heat-transfer measurements indicated a transition frcm lsminsr to turbu-
lent flow at a body station corresponding to a Reynolds number of about
15 x 106.

The data were obtained over a Mach nmnber rage of 1.2 to 3.5 and

a Reynolds number range of 99 x 106 to 140 x 106 (based on length to the
measuring station of the rake and total-temperature probes).

RWRODUJTION

The Langley I%Uotless Aircraft Res=ch Division is conducting an
extensive study of skin-friction drag and aerodynamic heating at super-
sonic speeds by using rocket-propelled free-flight models. A systematic
series of flight tests has been made with a single basic configuration,
the NACA RM-10, which is a fin-stabilized parabolic body of revolution.
Results of previous rocket-model tests of this configuration made by the
Langley Pilotless Aircrsft Research Division are reported in refer-
ences 1 to 4.
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As a continuation of this program, the data reported herein were
obtained in order to determine the validity of the Crocco theory (ref. 5)
for calculation of the temperature profile through the boundary layer;
for this purpose an RM-10 rocket model was equipped with a series of
total-temperatureprobes. The model was also equipped with a total-

:

pressure rske for determination of average skin-friction coefficients
@

by the momentum method. Heat-transfer data were also obtained from body
skin-temperaturemeasurements. b

The data were obtained aver ahlach number range of 1.2 to 3.5”s2%3
a Reynolds number range of 99 X 106 to lb X 106 (based on length to

—

the rske and probe station). The moilelwas flown at the Langley Pilotless
Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va.

SYMEQIS

A

b

Cf

Cf

CP

D

f

J

K

K1

K2

k

M

parsmeter defined by equation ~)

thickness, ft

mean skin-friction coefficient

local skin-friction coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lb-OR

parameter definedby equation (13)

a given function

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

local heat-trsmsfer coefficient, NE%(C$V)2’
Btu/(sq ft)(OR)(sec)

——
●

b

—

———

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu ——

parsmeter defiriedby equation (9)

constsmt in Crocco temperature equation
+
.—

constant in C!roccotemperature equation w
—

thermal conductivity of air, Etu-ft/(sqft](OR)(sec)

Mach number
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Nusselt number,

Pmndtl number,

Stsaton number,

pressure, lb/sq

‘x/k

cpw/k

‘rP@’

ft

pressure coefficient, pz
( - pm /%)

dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

gas constant, 53.3 ft/oR
pzv~x

10CSJ. Reynolds nunber, based on distance frcunnose, —
PZ

distance normal to bciiyaxis, ft

bcdy radius, ft

wetted area of body to measurement station, sq ft

temperature, OR

time, sec

velocity, ft/sec

axial distance along body, ft

distance fran maiel waU.,

ratio of specific heats

boundary-lsyer thickness,

normal to wall, ft

ft

ccxnpressibleflow displacement thickness, ft

_ic viscosity of air, slugs/ft-sec

angle between body axis and normal to body surface

density, SIUgS/CU ft

compressible flow momentum thickness, ft

shesring stress, lb/sq ft
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Subscripts:

av average

aw adiabatic wall

1 10CSJ.,Just outside boundary lsJer

s boundary l~er —

t total or stagnation

w wall

w free stresm

The gmeral
sketch of figure

MODEL

configuration of the RM-10
1 and in the photograph of

test vehicle is shown in
figure 2. The mdel was

● ✍

�
✎

the
L —

basically a ~arabolic body of revolution haviw a f~eness ratio of 15:
however,-cut~ing off the rear end at 81.3perc~t of full length to ‘“
allow for installation of a rocket motor resulted in an actual fineness .-

ratio of 12.2. The bdy was stabilized by four untapered fins having
an angle of sweep of 600 and an aspect ratio of 2.04. The fins had a
thickness ratio of 20 percent normal to the leading edge or 5 percent
in the stresmwise direction.

.

The skim of the main body was constructed frcm spun magnesi~-al.loy
sheet of 0.09-inch nominal thickness. The tail seqtion of the body was
a magnesium-alloy casting to which were welded the cast magnesium-alloy
fins● The nose tip and fin leading edges were made of steel. The body
was constructed with a mininnm nuiber of bulkheads and joints to keep
heat-conduction losses to such items of negligible proportions. The
models were polished before launching to a skin surface roughness of
~ microinches or less, as measured by a Rrush profilometer. Further 1–

construction details of RM-10 rocket mcdels we given in references 1
and 2.

.

&

.
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INSTRU4ENI!ATION

Boundary-layer total-temperatme profiles were determined from six

& total-temperature probes mountd circumferentblly arourd the body at
station 125 (U?5 inches from nose) and extending at various heights into
the boundsry l~er. A photograph of the installation on the model is

. shown h figure 3. A sketch of a typical probe is shown in figure 4.

The probe was developed by the Langley ~strmnent Resesrch Division.
It consisted of a chrcnnel-alumelthermocouple junction (No. 36 gage wire)
surrounded by two concentric hconel radiation shields which were joined
together at the front end by a small high-temperature silver-solder joint.
A vent or ‘lbleed*thole was located at the resr end of the external tube.
The thermocouple leads were brought out throu@ an ~conel mounting sup-
port and were insulated frun the support and frcm one another by small
ceramic disks through which the wires were led. Wind-tunnel snd flight

tests showed that the recovery factor of the probe was O.~ ‘“W3 and
-0.007

that the recovery factor did-not vary appreciably with Mach number (for ‘
~> 1.0), singleof attack (up to 300),or smbient static pressure

w
(l pound per square inch absolute to 15 pounds per squsre inch absolute).
The bleed srea of the probe was ~ percent of the entrance srea~ The

u time constant was about O.1.1second and did not vary over”the Reynolds
number range of the present test. Only the innemost probe measured
total temperature.dtiectly. The other probes measured differential
temperatures fran one probe to the next. The accuracy of the dtiect-
measmement probe was about A22° R (based on *2 percent of full-scale
range). The”other probes were each sub~ect to an additional ~r of
about 25° R (t2 percent of full-scale differential range); however,
these errors would not be expected to be cumulative but should total.
approximately zero for the smmed readings since these additional errors
should be randomly distributed from probe to probe.

The model hsd a six-tube total-pressure rske, sketched in figure 5,
mounted at the same body station (station 125) as the total-temperature
probes. we tubes were constructed of stainless steel and are further
described in reference 1. Agati, only the innemnost tube measured total
quantity, and the outer tubes measured differential total pressures fraa
tube to tube. The pressure data should be accurate to within K).6 pound

.
per square inch gage and N.4 pound per square inch gage for the absolute
and &ifferential pressures, respectively.

\
9

Skin temperatures were measured at body stations 18, 45, 72, 1~,
and 125 by meanS of chrcmel-alumel thermocouples (No. 30 gage wire)
welded in the skin. These temperature data should be accurate to within
about +10° R (approximately2 percen~ of the ful.1-scalethermocouple
range).

.
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Measurements of temperatures, pressures, and
tions of the test vehicle were transmitted to the
NACA telemeter located in the nose of the model.

NACA TN 4061

longitudinal accelera-
ground frcm a standard
Atmospheric data,

including wind velocity, were obtained frcm a Rawin set-AN/CMD-lA (a
radar-tracked sounding bal.lea). Model space position was obtained by
an NACA modified SCR-~8k tracking radar. Model velocity over a part of -
the flight test was measured by a CW Doppler radar set.

.

TEST AND ANALYSIS

Flight

The model was ground launched at an angle of 75°. A photograph of
the mdel on the launcher is shown in figure 6. A booster consisting ‘
of two AIL Deacon rocket motors firing simultaneously accelerated the
test vehicle to a Mach nunber of approximately 1.6. The booster then
drag-separated frcm the model, and, after aperiod of coasting flight
lasting approximately 10 seconds, a third Deacon rocket motor mounted
within the test vehicle was fired and the vehicle was accelerated frcm
a Mach nunber of about 0.95 to a peak Mach number of about 3.5. Me
vehicle then decelerated in coasting flight. Data were recorded during
both the powered and the coasting portions of the flight. Throughout

w

the entire flight the model followed essentially a zero-lift trajectory,
as is evidenced by cmparison of the actual trajectory with a calculated -
zero-lift trajectory.

●

ltree-StresmConditions

Ambient conditions measured by the rsdiosonde balloon as functions
of altitude were converted to time histories of free-stream conditions
along the flight path by cabining the raaiosotie data with the m~el ._, .
trajectory determined by the SCR-@t space radar set. Model velocity
was determined frcm Doppler rsdar data until about 4 seco~s after Pea._
speed was reached (or until the model had decelerated to a Mach number ‘ -
of about 3.0). Afterthis time, velocity was determined from integration c
of the telemetered longitudinal accelerations. IYee-stream atmospheric
data were canbined with the velocity data to give the time histories of
free-stream Mach number and Reynolds number.

.

Local Flow Conditions
r

Local flow conditions over the body, expressed as functions of the
free-stream Mach ntmiberand ratios of free-stresm to local cotiitions, ‘
were determined fran caqosite
wind-tunnel tests of the RM-10
method of characteristics used

plots of data from previous flight and
which agree with
for intermediate

ccmputatims by the
Mach nmnbers.

,
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Rake Pressure Measurements

pressure throu&hout ‘With the usual assumption of constant static
the boundsry layer, the Mach nunber profile throughout the boundary
layer was canputed fran the rake total-pressure data, static pressure
determined frcm the local flow conditions, and normal-shock tables.
Sane of the Mach nruubersccmrputedfor the outermost rslcepositions did -
not agree with the local Mach nunbers ccmputed frcm the free-stream
Mach numbers and local flow conditions. Tn all cases of disagreement,
the rake data gave local.Mach numbers higher than did the local flow
computations. The _itude of the diff=ences (AM ~ 0.05) was generally
within the determined accuracy of the data. The pressure lag was checked
and was found to be negligible for the given rates of change of pressure.

This difference, however, could not be caused by errors of reasonable
size in the determination of free-stream velocity, smbient conditions, or
local flow conditions (including local static pressure). Therefore, the
rake data were assumed to be the chief sources of disagreement. Since a
source of error in any one rske-tube measurement could not be located,
the arbitrary assumption was made that only the outermost tube or, in
some cases, the two outermost tubes were in error, andthe Mach nmber
profiles were adjusted to mske the Mach numbers frcm the outermost tubes
and local flow conditions agree (since free-stresm Mach nunber and local
flow conditions were believed to be reasonably accurate).

*.

Rake Temperature Measurements

A line was faired through the measured total-temperature data to
determine the total-tesnperatureprofiles throu@out the boundary layer.
This faired curve was ccmbined with the faired Mach number profiles to
determine velocity a+ static-temperatureprofiles frcm the usual isen-
tropic flow relations. The tauperature data from the outermost probes
generally showed excellent agreement with free-stream stagnation tenpera-
ture; the differences between the two sets of data were essentially zero
for about one-half the points ccmputed and withirithe accuracy of the
.experhnentaldata (+22° R) for the remaining poin%s except at 16.45 and
28.m seconds, for which the differences were 26° and -23°R, respectively.

Theoretical temperature profiles were obtained by use of the Crocco
theory (ref. 5) which was solved as shown in the appendix for.

T—= f(~,T2,Tt,M,M2)
TZ

,

canbined with the experimental Mach nm-
distribution through the boundary layer. -

These temperature profiles were
ber profiles to give a velocity
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Baudary-l~er thickness was determined
nondimensional velocity V/Vl against y~~.

NACA TN 4061

fran logarithmic plots of

Skin-l?rictionCoefficients

Skin-friction coefficients were obtained by using both theoretical
and experimental temperature profiles frcm the momentum equations as
shown in the appendix. Values of skin-friction coefficient were also
obtained from the theory of Van Driest (refs. 6 to 8) at all times for
which rake data were reduced. Local values of skin-friction coefficient
were computed from theory at each of the body stations where wall tem-
perature was measured by using local flow conditions. These coefficients
were integrated over the area of the RM-10 body ahead of station 125 (the
location of temperature and pressure probes) to obtain am average skin-
friction coefficient up to station 125. The use of the flat-plate theory
was considered admissible for the RM-10 body of revolution since its
dismeter is large in comparison with the boundary-layer thickness, the
apex angle is small, and the surface in the vicinity of station 125 is
practically cylindrical.

Stanton .Nmnber

Skin-temperaturedata were reduced to heat-transfer coefficients
by use of a conventional heat-balance relation:

h
(cpb~ dTw

‘NSt~pPv)z ‘Ta; -TWX

The effects of radiation and conduction along the
since calculations showed them to be negligible.
perature was computal frcm the usual relation for
layer:

T =T2+N~ 1/3Tt - Tt)aw (

w

4’

body have been neglected
The adiabatic-well tem-
a turbulent boundary

,

in which Nm was based on wall temperature. The specific heat of

magnesimn as a fuaction of temperature was.obtained from reference 9.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

9

‘a

Shown in figure T are the smbient atmospheric conditions encountered
by the model during the time for which data sxe presented. Figure 8 shows
time histories of free-stresm Mach nunber and Reynolds number. Also indi-
cated in figure 8 are the times for which temperature profiles and skin-
friction coefficients were cmputed. Temperatures of the body skin me
shown as the histories in figure 9.

Emndary-Lsyer Profiles

The experimentally determined Mach nunber and total-temperature data
Tt

are presented in figure 10 as nondimensional plots of &
MZ ‘d ~

through the boundary lsyer y. The experimental points determined
directly from the rske data sre shown together with the curves faired
through these points; the faired curves were used in further reduction
of the data. The data are presented for the various tties during the
flight for which data were reduced. Shown in the figure are the values, at
each value of time, of local Mach number (just outside the boundary layer),
wall heating condition (expressed by the ratio Tw/Taw)9 free-stream

total.temperature, end the local boundary-layer thicbess for the rake
measuring station (b~y station 125).

The physical size of the rske end probes prevented measurements
closer to the skin than 0.06 inch in the case of the total-pressure
rake and 0.13 inch in the case of the total-temperature probe. Tnasmuch
as the fairtig of the profiles between the-wall and the innermost data
point would be fairly arbitrary, no curve was faired through this region.
The extension of the outer probes beyond the ncminal boundary-layer
thiclmess is readily appsrent as sre the generally smaller differences
between the local Mach nunbers snd total temperature detemnined frcm the
rake snd probe data and those determined frcm local flow conditions. As
noted in the section entitled ‘~Instrumentation,”the probes measured the
actual tctal temperature at the innermost position only, and the remainder
of the profile was measured by differential readings frcm probe to probe.
Therefore, the app=ent displacement of the experimental.data frcxnthe
faired curve throughout the entire curve (fig. lo(n), for exsmple) is prOb-

. ably due to an error h the innermost or absolute probe. The discrepancy
in the temperature data at 28 seconds only slightly exceeds the antici-

L pated accuracy of the data snd at lower vslues of time (for example,
5.59 or 8.46 seconds (figs. 1O(C) and 10(d), re~ectively)) the disagree-
ment is well within the probable limits of accuracy.
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Except at 28.00 and 34.17 seconds, the skin is always cooler tkn the
adiabatic-wall terrrperatue;however, as would be expected, the smount of
heating potential, expressed by the ratio Tw/Taw} affects the shape of
the temperature curves. Not-ethat this wall-temperature condition applies
only to the measuring station (station lm).

Indicated by arrows in figure 10 are the values of M/M7 corre-
sponding to a Mach number of 1 within the boundary layer. The boundary
layer csm be seen to be largely supersonic; in fact, for values of
local Mach nmnber greater than about 2.0, the boundary layer is essen-
tially all supersonic, the subsonic layer being less than about 3 percent
of the total boundary-layer thickness.

The nondimensional.velocity and static-temperatureprofiles deter-
mined.frmn the data of figure 10 are shown in figure U together with
profiles predicted frcanthe Crocco theory (ref. 5). The ex@rimental
values shown in this figure were not determined directly frcm the rake
data but were determined fran the curves faired through the experi-
mental Mach number distribution of figure 10.

The agreement between theory and experiment is excellent; most of
the experimental points me in exact a$yeement with the theoretical M’
curves and most of the small differences exhibited by the remaining
points are within the accuracy of the e~erhnental data. Therefore,
within the range of flight conditions of ~is ~d other RM-10 resemwh *

missiles previously investigated (refs. 1 and 3), the Crocco theory
-. -—

adequately predicts the actual static-temperaturedistribution throughout
the turbulent boundary layer.

Inasmuch as the Mach number could not be measured close to the wall,
velocity and temperature profiles were not calculated for values of y/5
of less than about 0.04. Since, during the tties when the skin is being
heated, the static temperature sdjacent to the skin is greater than m,
the static-temperatureprofile would then have a positive slope in this
region; the value of the slope would vary inversely with the amount of
heating.

Because the same experimentallydetermined Mach number profiles were
used to obtain both the experimental and the theoretical temperature and
velocity profiles, ‘anyerrors in the Mach number data would affect both
theoretical and experimental results in a similar fashion; therefore, the .
fairing of the total-pressure-rakedata (see section entitled “Test and
Analysis”) would not affect the comparison between the Crocco theory and
the experimental results. v
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Also shown in figure 11 are the velocity profiles cmnputed from

()y 1’7 (“1/7-power”law).
5

This relation

of the data although it does not give the
for every compressible turbulent bound-

gives god results.for

true velocity distribu-
layer.

Skin-l?rictionCoefficients

The rske data were reduced to skin-friction coefficients as shown
in the appendix, and the results are presented in figure 12. The experi-
mental results we caupared with skin-friction coefficients predicted
fran the theory of Van Driest (ref. 6 modified as suggested in ref. 7)
for flat plates with compressible turbulent heat-transfer. Since the
temperature data indicated transitional flow over the nose of the model,
theoretical values of Cf were also ccmputed by using the theory of

reference 8 with the assmption of laminar flow extending to the transi-
tion station (station 18). There was essentially no difference in the
integrated average skin friction canputed by the two methods (without
lsminar flow W with lsminsr flow), mainly because of the small percent-
age of the body smea between station 18 and the nose.

As shown in figure U, the general level of the experimental data
is in fair agreement with the Van Driest theory (ref. 6). These results
are compatible with the data of reference 10, which also indicated fair
sgreement with the Van Driest theory for skin friction on the RM-10 body.
The experimental point at M = 3.2 which seems out of line is at the
time (15.99 seconds) when the experimental temperature profile shows
some difference from the theoretical profile for scme distance through
the boundary layer. At M = 2.28 and 2.05, the experimental.data are
approaching maximum unreliability since they were obtained late in the
flight (28.00 and 34.17 seconds, respectively). Another source of the
discrepancy, however, possibly lies in the fact that at these times the
boundary layer was thinnest; therefore, the temperature and velocity
profiles could not be computed at so low values of y/5 as was possible
at the earlier times. The experimental skin-friction coefficients Cf
showing closest a~eement with the Van Driest data were generally obtained
at those times when the boundary-layer thic~ess was greatest. Also
shown as circled points in figure 12 m?e the values of Cf computed with

the Crocco temperature and velocity profiles (based on experimental Mach
number profiles); the general tiend of these points frcm the Crocco theory
is in agrement with skin-friction-coefficientdata fran the Van Driest
theory. The Crocco datm points show scraewhatcloser agreement with those
of the Van Driest theory than do the experimental temperature-profile
datm points.
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Heat-Transfer Coefficients

The body skin t~eratures shown in figure 9 were reduced to heat-
transfer coefficients. These heat-transfer dab are shown in figure I-3

Iv~ –
as a correlation plot which gives — as a function of local

~hi/3 .

Reynolds number. Also shown in this figure is a c~e ccnnputedfrcm the ,
heat-transfer theory of Van Driest (ref. 6 modified in accordance with
ref. 7) for turbulent boundary layers. Laminar heat-transfer theory,
also from Van Driest (ref. 8) is given by the lower curve. The value
of NSt was considered to be 0.6cf, as indicated in reference U.

Transitional flow existing to at least station 18 is indicated. The
scatter of the data is of the order of 30 percent but the general level
of the data is in agreement with the Van lMiest turbulent theory (except
at the transitional-flowpoints). The exp~hnental heat-transfer data
are in fair agreement with the curve from reference 4. The present test
data show better agreement with the data from reference 4 if the mass
of points frcm that reference is considered. The present test has more

data at Reynolds numbers of approximately 2.5 X 1~ which, when con-
sidered with the reference data, would alter the faired curve of refer-
ence 4 at the lower Reynolds numbers and would make the expertiental
data of the present and the reference investigationsagree fairly well
for all Reynolds numbers presented. The transition Reynolds number
indicated by the data of figure 13 is about 15 X 106.

The skin-temperature instrumentationwas installed primarily for
the purpose of preliminary determination of the validity of Reynolds
analo~ as applied to nonisothemal surfaces (as was also done in
ref. 3). Reference 12 states that, theoretically,Reynolds analogy
does not apply to surfaces having a vsriable (with surface distance)
temperature distribution.

The scatter in the data evident in figure 13 precluded the attempt
to determine the validity of Reynolds analogy for the surface-temperature
distributions encountered in this investigation;no conclusion could be
drawn from the comparison of heat-transfer coefficients integrated over
the RM-10 surface with the skin-friction data frcm the rake measurements.
However, since the theoretical Van Driest heat-trsnsfer data make use
of the Reynolds analogy to reduce Cf to .NSt,and since the experimental

data scatter about the level of the Van Driest curve, the Reynolds analogy
still seems to be valid for skin-temperattiedistributions encountered in
this test. Reference 3 also indicates that Reynolds analogy applies for
such conditions.

-4

*

—

—

—

.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A psrabolic My of revolution, the NACA RM-10, was flight tested
* as a rocket-propelled vehicle. Boundary-layer-temperatureprofiles

determined frm total-temperatureprobes showed excellent ageement
with profiles predicted frcm the theory of Crocco. Skin-friction coef-

. ficients determined by the mcznentmnmethd from total-pressure-rake data
were in fair agre~ent with the VaU Driest theory for flat plates with
compressible turbulent boundary layers. Heat-transfer measurements
indicated a transition Reynolds number (lsminsr to turbulent flow) of

about 15 x 106. The data were obtained over a Mach number range of 1.2

to 3.5 and a Reynolds number range of ~ X 106 to 140 X106 (based on
length to the rake amd probe measuring station).

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., April 29, 1957.
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APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS USED

NACA TN 4061

IN DATA REDUCTION

Temperature F@ation

The theoretical static-temperaturedistribution through the
boundary ls,yerwas evaluated by using the relation given by Crocco in
reference 5, which gives the temperature as a function of velocity.
The relation used was

T
~2

-—=Kl + %V 2Jg~

with the boundary conditions

T = Tt

T=TW

(
1

v =Vz)

(Y= 0)

(1)

-_

(2) -

.

Substitution of the boundary conditions gives

2
T =Tw+ ~(’z -

V2
Tw)+~$-—

E@p 2Jg~

Using the definition of total temperature

vl2
%,w = Tt,z = TZ + 2Jg~ .

gives equation (3) the form

T V2~(’t - Tw) - —
‘Tw+vz 2Jg~

(3)
*

*

(4)

(5) ‘ “-

%
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VIZ
Adding TZ + —

2Jg$
subtracting Tt, and collecting terms give the eqpa-

tion in final form as

T (=Tz+ Tw- ()W-%+
&4

2Jgcp
(6)

Equation (6) is stiilar to the expression used in reference 1
except that the recovery factor has been tsken to be 1.0. Calculations
show that the use of a recovery factor of’1.0 gives better agreement
with the actual energy variation through the boundary layer than does

1/3a recovery factor of approximately NR ,

better satisfies the boundary conditions at
equilibrium conditions.

even though the latter

the wsll under thermal

Since, on most RM-10 models, the Mach number profile through the
boundary layer was measured by total-pressure rsikes,the static-
temperature variation through the boundary layer may be-expressed

4 conveniently in terms of Mach number. Therefore, let

.

where

(7)

(8)

.
(9)

With the substitution of equations (7) and (8) into equation (6) and
. the notation that

●

equation (6) beccmes

AVZ2 =Tt - Tl (lo)



which is qpadratic in V/Vi.

Equation (n) ~ be solved by the quadratic formula

V1 -

2

v ‘(’ ‘1)D + Tt -WTZ =—.

()

1—+1
p-JQf2

in which

For the conditions

Y = 1.4

R= 53.3 ft/~

g = 32.2 ft/sec2

J=778-

0.24 ~~. -

m 7@= — = 0.20
2Jg~

equation (12) becomes

V2

NAC!ATN 4061

(12)

(12)

.W.

-

(14)

.

.

Then, the temperature distribution is found as

(15)
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given in

a—.

Mcmentum Eqmtion

boundary-layer manentum eqpation for a body
reference 13 as

17
●

J
5 b
pv%dy-v#-

J
?P

dx o axo

pVr dy = -T
?0 -~do

of revolution is

(16)

where the expression in reference 13 is modified by setting cos v = 1
andr = r. + y; v is the angle between the nomnal to the body surface

and the normal to the sxis of revolution. In addition, x ?s measured
along the bdy axis rather than along the surface. These simplify-
assumptions are valid since the radius of curvature of the RM-10 body
is fairly lsrge.

As noted in reference 13,

(17)

.
therefore,

(19)

and the definitions of boundary-lsyer displacement and manentum thickness
for a body of revolution (ref. 13)

J

5
5*= &

o
(20)
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the conventional notation is obtained for the mcmentmn equation of a
body of revolution with a pressure gradient_:

The mean skin-friction coefficient is

‘w,av a-c J
x

Cf =
2
=— Tr

Ww w

$ pmvm &Jms 0

(21)

(23)

.

—
.

(22)

For convenience in computation, equation (23) is rewitten as

‘~*~2vfr&~-~r*+ Jxp,v,:o~*5~] ’24) “:--

where use is made of eqwtions (21) and (22).

Since the static pressure is constant throughout the boundsry layer,

and equation (24) csm be written in final form as

(2’3)
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~ assuming a linear variation of 5* with x from a value of
zero at the nose to the value at the measuring station, the terms of
equation (~) can readily be evaluated from the rake data and experi-
mental or Crocco theory static-temperatureprofiles. Ih order to
simplify computations further, the second integral.was evaluated as a
percentage.of tie first integral (as a function of ?&J for several
previous IM-10 models. The second integral vaxies frctn4 to 9 percent
of the first over the Mach number range frcm 1.0 to 3.5 and can be”

determined to within 1$ percent of the fir6t tite~al by use of data

plotted fran the previous RM-10 mdels. .-
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